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Biographical Description for The
HistoryMakers® Video Oral History
with S. Pearl Sharp

person

sharp, s. pearl
Alternative Names: s. pearl sharp;

Life Dates: December 21, 1942-

Place of Birth: Cleveland, ohio, UsA

Residence: Los Angeles, CA

Work: Los Angeles, CA

Occupations: playwright; Film Actress; stage Actress; poet

Biographical Note

Writer, actor and filmmaker saundra pearl sharp was born on December 21, 1942 in
Cleveland, ohio to Clarence and Faythe sharp. sharp’s family was active in the local
nAACp, and she was raised in Antioch Baptist Church. sharp graduated from John
Adams High school in 1960, and attended Bowling Green state University, where she
pursued a double major in music education and radio-TV production. she became the
first Black member of the BGsU chapter of pi Kappa Lambda, the music honor society,
and produced a children’s story series and music interviews on the campus radio
station. During the summer, sharp interned at WABQ-AM in Cleveland, under the
tutelage of Valena Minor Williams, LeBaron Taylor and Jack Gibson.

Graduating in 1964, sharp moved to new York City, where her first job was as a
copywriter for T.V. Guide. she studied acting under the poverty program’s HArYoU-
ACT with Cleveland’s Karamu Theatre alumni Al Fann and Minnie Gentry. she
performed in J.e. Franklin’s Black Girl, in the chorus of the pearl Bailey company of
Hello Dolly from 1967 to 1968, Uniworld’s radio serial sounds of The City, and in
Gordon parks’ film, The Learning Tree. sharp also starred in the TV movies Minstrel
Man (1976) and Hollow Image (1980), had recurring roles on Wonder Woman (1978),
st. elsewhere (1984/87) and Knots Landing (1985), and was a leading commercial
spokeswoman.

A poet from childhood, sharp attended John o. Killens’ Writers Workshop at Columbia
University where she completed two volumes of poetry and her first play, The sistuhs,
in addition to forming the literary performance troupe poets & performers. In the mid-
1970’s sharp moved to Los Angeles. she created poets pay rent, Too, and served as
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publisher/editor of robert e. price’s Blood Lines (1978), Directory of Black Film/TV
Technicians and Artists, West Coast (1980), The BAD-C (Black Anti-Defamation
Coalition) Media Matters newsletter (1981-84) and The Black History Film List
(1989). publisher Glenn Thompson re-issued her 1978 poetry volume soft song (1978,
1991) and published Typing in the Dark (Harlem river press, 1991) and the non-fiction
Black Women for Beginners (Writers & readers, 1993). sharp was a co-founder, with
robert e. price, of the Black Anti-Defamation Coalition which monitored the image of
Blacks in the media (1980-85).

In 1980 sharp shifted her focus to filmmaking, studying at Los Angeles City College.
Her films include Back Inside Herself (1984), Life Is A saxophone (1985), picking
Tribes (1988), It’s oK to peek (1996), The Healing passage/ Voices From The Water
(2004); and for the City of Los Angeles, Central Avenue Live! (1996) and Fertile
Ground: stories from the Watts Towers Arts Center (2005).

sharp was an essayist and commentator on npr from 2003 to 2009, and has served as a
volunteer segment producer for KpFK-FM, pacifica radio network. Her non-fiction
writings are collected in The evening news- essays And Commentaries From npr
And other Clouds (2015).

s. pearl sharp was interviewed for The HistoryMakers on April 27, 2005.
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